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ZERO WASTE ALMOND MILK
Soak time: 12-24 hours 
Work time: 15 minutes 

Makes 4 Cups 

Ingredients:

1 cup Raw Almonds

4 cups Water + more for soaking 

Optional: 

Additional flavorings (see notes)

Instructions:

1. PREP: Place the almonds in enough water to cover them thoroughly, and let them soak for 12 to 24 hours.
While soaking, they can be left either on the counter at room temperature or in the fridge.

2. BLEND: Drain the almonds from their soaking liquid, and transfer the almonds to a blender. Add in the 4
cups of water, and blend on a high speed until the almonds are completely liquefied, around 60 seconds.

3. STRAIN: With a bowl to catch the liquid underneath, pour the blended liquid through a reusable straining
bag, allowing the milk to pass through into the bowl. An alternative is to balance a strainer over a sink with a
bowl underneath, place the straining bag inside, and allow the almond milk to sit and drain out. After the
mixture has drained for a few minutes, squeeze the bag to get the remaining liquid out. (You’ll be surprised
how much is left in there, don’t throw all that milk away!) Transfer the milk to an airtight container, and store
in the fridge for up to a week. The leftover almond pulp in the straining bag can be used for composting, or can
easily be made into homemade almond flour (see notes).

Notes:

Flavored Almond Milk- it’s incredibly easy to flavor this almond milk if plain isn’t your style, they work
especially well when added to your morning coffee. Just add in the flavorings to the blender to fully
incorporate. Try out these combinations or make your own!

Vanilla- ½ tsp Vanilla Extract

Chocolate- 1½ Tbsp Cocoa Powder + 2 Tbsp Sweetener (try Agave or Honey)
Maple- ½ tsp Maple Extract OR 1½ Tbsp Maple Syrup

Homemade Almond Flour- While you could toss the leftover ground almonds into the compost, why not try
making your own almond flour. Just take the almond meal (with as little liquid left as possible), plop it onto a
pie tin, and dry it out by placing in the oven on its lowest setting. Take the pan out and flip every 15 minutes,
and continue to bake until completely dried out, then let it cool. Later, take the dried almond meal and whiz it
in a food processor, sift the powder to remove any big chunks or skins, and voila, you have homemade almond
flour. We’d recommend storing this in the freezer in an airtight container to maximize freshness.

Sediment- There may be some almond sediment left after straining, just be sure to stir up the milk before
using it to mix it in with the rest of the liquid.

Shelf Life- Since this almond milk is made with no preservatives, it will not last as long as the store bought
versions. It should be stored into the fridge in a covered or airtight container for up to a week. However, this
almond milk is so delicious, we’ve never had a problem using it all up!
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